
Managing emotion over time 
How we design shoots to have the maximum emotional impact. This is an example progression – not every shoot has to follow 

this exact path. 

 

Description of activity (“Customer thoughts”) for a theoretical shoot; 

 

1. Opening establishing shots, intro (“Ah, so, this is Mary”) 

2. She moves around, flirts with camera (“She's attractive, and looks fun”) 

3. Glimpse of panties under skirt (“Woah! I just saw her panties! Sexy!”) 

4. A few more glimpses (“Oh, this is going to be good, but lets see more…”) 

5. We see how her clothes show off her assets (“She has a nice rig!”) 

6. Down-blouse shot (“Hey! I think I saw a nipple, that's sexy”) 

7. Model takes top off (“Ok, now this means business”) 

8. We can almost see her nipples (“Getting exciting again!”) 

9. Model moves around, different poses (“We're ready for the next bit”) 

10. Her boobs move thru her bra (“Oohh, I wish I could see what is under that bra!”) 

11. She takes her bra off (“Woo! I'd like to touch them”) 

12. Boobs close up (“I can see her boobs, and they are good!”) 

13. Wider shot, as model moves around (“Look how they move, so firm!”) 

14. Hands on, showing how boobs behave (“Those hands are my hands”) 

15. Model starts to take skirt off (“Oh! She's taking it off!”) 

16. Skirt is off (“I can see her panties! Sexy!”) 

17. She fixes waistband of knickers (“She's gonna take them off! Yowzers!”) 

18. She does some yoga positions (“Boy, I'd like her to teach me yoga!”) 

19. Glimpse of labia in yoga position (“!This is killing me!”) 

20. Starts panties jocks off (“OMG, she is taking her panties off!”) 

21. Does nude only poses (“She is fine!”) 

22. Nude from behind (“Oohh, dat ass yo!”) 

23. Nude from a variety of angles (“She’s probably laughing at my attempt to do yoga. She’d be fun to hang out with”) 

24. Model puts long coat back on (“oh, we're packing up now… but that’s sexy with no bra”) 

25. Model flashes camera (Denouement) (“Oh, flashing! That's naughty!”) 

26. Set is over (“Well. She was a goodie! Who's next!?”) 
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